
Unlike their revered, rail-bound cousins, long-distance buses
are considered more of a necessary evil than rewarding travel
experience. These unsightly, lumbering machines have a rep-

utation for being uncomfortable, unpleasant and tireless champions
of the very worst in musical radio.

But, when plying the right route, traversing a country by bus can
be a genuine delight, offering penny-pinching travellers a front-row
view of the world’s scenic byways and lesser-seen landscapes, as well
as granting opportunities to meet memorable characters and tuck in
to local delicacies en route. So strap yourself in and leave your pre-
conceived notions behind, as we embark on a whistle-stop tour of
the world’s most beautiful bus rides.

Morocco: Marrakesh to Er Rachidia
Distance: 308 miles (496km)
Estimated duration: 11 hours

The landscapes rolling past the windows along this 300-mile
journey tend to transfix travellers in a style usually reserved for mo-
bile phones and film screens; a phenomenon that is fitting given these

desert vistas, hemmed by the dramatic Atlas Mountains, have pro-
vided the backdrop to countless cinematic encounters, from
Lawrence of Arabia to Gladiator to Game of Thrones. The story of
this great voyage begins in the dizzying souks of atmospheric Mar-
rakesh, quickly ramping up in tension as it approaches the High Atlas
via the tortuous Tizi n’Tichka pass (2260m). Having meandered along
heady mountain trails, the route passes an arid landscape of mudbrick
kasbahs and palm groves to Ouarzazate, nicknamed ‘Ouallywood’ for
its film studio, where a troop of Berbers, sporting colorful traditional
turbans, may join your roving cast. The grand finale is Er Rachidia, a
former French garrison town on the fringe of the Sahara, where sand-
boarding, camel treks and adventures in the great desert await. Top
tip: For additional comfort, grab a seat on one of the premium bus
lines running this route, such as CTM or Supratours.

USA: New York City to San Francisco
Distance: 2902 miles (4670km)
Estimated duration: 75 hours

‘Heading out west’ has been the maxim that’s shaped millions of
US journeys, from the Dust Bowl migrants to the pleasure-seeking

Beat Generation; the iconic image of its favoured son Jack Kerouac
pointing his headlights west to the beatnik scene of San Francisco
still entices generations of travellers to pack a bag and cross the
American heartland in search of adventure.

After leaving the bright lights of the Big Apple, this coast-to-coast
pilgrimage can take many forms, but following Kerouac’s trail to
‘Frisco’ requires a stop - and fittingly wild night out - in Denver, the
journey’s rough halfway point, where passengers can also stretch stiff
limbs hiking in the majesty of the Rocky Mountains. The mammoth
three-day Greyhound route, which rolls through the cornfields of Ne-
braska and deserts of Nevada, also offers optional stop-offs in in-
triguing, lesser-visited cities such as Pittsburgh, home to avant-garde
art museums in former mattress warehouses, and Salt Lake City,
where you can hear the world-renowned Mormon Tabernacle Choir
perform - this overland odyssey really has it all.

Top tip: Long-distance aficionados looking for a meatier prospect
should consider following this ride up with the once-a-week 100+
hour bus ride from Rio de Janeiro in Brazil to Lima in Peru, reputedly
the longest single bus journey in the world.
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Shake, rattle and woah: 
The world’s most beautiful bus rides

This mammoth
coast-to-coast
journey starts in
New York and ends
in San Francisco


